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About This Game

Three shapes. Two choices. One weapon. Enter a minimalist multiplayer FPS world where you knew the rules before you played
the game. ShapeRockets is the world’s first literal online Rock, Paper, Scissors shooter!

Choose Rock, Paper or Scissors - and shoot your prey shape or run from your predator shape. After a recharge, you can change
your shape on the fly. Float in all directions in dark, minimalist arenas. Light the arena with your shape, your rockets, or the

giant explosions from each kill. Jump in and experience action that’s simple, but far from simplistic with the constant standoff
moments of rock, paper, scissors.

Three hits and you’re dead. Three deaths and you’re out. It’s "Last shape floating" in ShapeRockets!

Play online with 2-8 people. A simple lobby system makes joining a game fast and hosting a game easy. Also, play single player
tutorial levels where you can discover a hidden story as you learn the basics.

Echohead is a new indie studio from Matt Cox, lead designer of the original Scribblenauts.
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TL;DR: Wasted potential, gun modding is just stat changes with no model changes, repetitive nearly unrewarding combat.

Normal review: I can't honestly recommend Resonance of Fate (RoF).

RoF starts out rough with it's beyond terrible tutorial, explaining what happens, and not how to. The controller scheme (forget
about keyboard & mouse) is so confusing to start with it's just like they were trying to mash a keyboard into a controller.

The overall gameplay is unique, taking gameplay from for example: Valkyria Chronicles, and gun customisation from Fallout:
New Vegas \/ Fallout 4, but makes both just bland.

The reason why the gameplay for RoF is bad, is its simple, terrible handling of difficulty spikes, essentially soft-forcing you to
grind repetitive boring battles, and utterly fails with gun customisation... by not making the upgrades visible in the battles...
which just makes the upgrade system a stat upgrade, with no visual progress.

Story isn't holding up to anything, until about ~5 or something... The visual work isn't anything to brag about either, and just
seems like there was an attempt, as the nightsky is basically just copy-pasted "star clusters" randomly set in arrangement to seem
like stars, as seen in a game scene... Overall I think RoF is a wasted potential, as it tries some things, but doesn't commit to them
and wastes itself and essentially feels like it "thought" it was going to be the next "popular" game.. Played on the DS first but
loved the fact I found it on pc. One of my favourite games of this sort. Easy to play, good graphics, and decent price. (I bought
in a bundle of three). There is a Bug, that you cant open pictures from an other drive than your C:\/. Very poor.. This is a
scummVM game at least on my mac, so in order to save or quit, you need to hit fn-f5 to save or quit. I bought this game because
it is precompiled, but this can be found for free for those savy techies.

I'm glad these old games are being re-released none the less. If you are a fan of top down shooters I would recommend giving
Reflector a shot. The reflect gimmick is pretty fun once you get used to it. The Boss fights are great too, they tried something
different with each boss. Some of the menus look a bit rushed but the game itself is solid.. Fast paced butt clenching zombie
killing action game with pleasing graphics. For me personally it feels like a throwback to the golden age of flash games.
+ Good weapon and enemy variety
+ Achievments, character progression and unlockables to work toward
+ Smooth controls and gameplay
+ Nice graphics and effects. I like this as well.. Damnit sergi y must u make me beat up monk waifu for this
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t

Props for making my 3 game prodigal crush tragedy into a souless mechip that i could never interact with, forever tormenting
me about their death.

Theres litterally two pathways. "Be the LGBTQQIP2SAA ambassador with \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665
powers" Or "Go back into the closet." Ideally I would have went the route of "I'm only doing this for my beloved sister" Like
some Lelouch Code Geass\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 but following that path will accomplish nothing and
actually decreases your relationship stat with your jelly sis. At least playing the villain in the original Hero Project was fun, here
your "Villain" route is litterally just being some shy crossdressing twink who doesn't want the world to know his feelings. There
was always a.. Hint of this, Sergei, and I respected that, but you \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing crossed the line.

It's okay, I'm not really expecting much anymore, the inital series was great and at least this is cheaper than Exodus, but its not
feeding my nostalgia, its fighting it off into a bush with a rake.. Grand Theft Auto Five is the sequel to the highly acclaimed
Simpsons Hit and Run. In Story Mode, you can play as three characters: CJ from San Andreas but not really, the guy from
Redneck Rampage, and Nick from Left 4 Dead 2. The game features tons of action-packed missions, including robbing banks,
stealing government secrets, and basically playing Payday 2 by yourself. San Andreas is a huge open world for you to explore,
and features tons of open world areas, such as the Los Santos, a desert, some mountains, an ocean, and the town from Life is
Strange. You can drive hundreds of vehicles based on real models and\/or vehicles stolen from films and TV, all rebranded to
avoid copyright lawsuits. In GTA Online, enter a world full of 10 year old children and 45 year old men, and get constantly
attacked by people who spent their life's savings on in game currency. Grind missions for hours to make minute amounts of cash
and watch XX_420_GAMER_XX wreck you for the fifteenth time with a flying rocket-launching motorcycle he owns because
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he stole his mother's credit card. Play for hours on end, until you realize you could have just bought Garfield Kart instead..
Avoid at all cost...
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Unfortunately the stated premise takes a hike out the window pretty quickly. The Yeti barely shows up in this game at all, and
while you briefly act as his parole officer towards the beginning, you're really working as a peacekeeping officer with the entire
Earth as your jurisdiction and various cryptids as your charges. There's a series of incidents ... mothman, chupacabra, a
jackalope. Does it all lead towards something? Can your bird-alien superiors keep you on track towards cracking the case, or
will your new partner be a hindrance instead of a helper?

I beat this three times in an hour, so it isn't exactly a long-haul game. It's well-written enough but it IS a railroad of a story. You
can affect small details here and there, but you aren't changing the plot in any major way except at specific nodes.

Still, I had a good time with it.. didn't really rate the acting or voiceovers
however i really enjoyed the game itself, some of the puzzles are kinda obvious, however some of them do make you think

it is absolutely worth a play!. This route is very beautiful and nicely detailed. Overall this route is very well worth the money..
Good if you like old looking arcade style shooters. I've enjoyed it.. Here's a Totally Objective Review of the game: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UgYQ0-x8JZA

(10/10). I like how the main mechanic forces you to take risks
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